There is a Nahm transform for two-dimensional gauge fields which establishes a oneto-one correspondence between the orbit space of U (N ) gauge fields with topological charge k defined on a torus and that of U (k) gauge fields with charge N on the dual torus. The main result of this paper is to show that a similar duality transform cannot exist for CP analyzing the role of overlapping instantons in the infrared sector of CP N sigma models.
Introduction
Two-dimensional sigma models have long been used as a testing ground for a variety of ideas in non-perturbative Quantum Field Theory, especially because of some remarkable similarities with non-Abelian gauge theories in 3+1 dimensions [1] (for a review emphasizing this connection, see [2] ).
They are scale invariant at the classical level and asymptotically free at the quantum level, some possess topological winding numbers, instantons, a chiral anomaly when coupled to fermions and generate a dynamical mass by non-perturbative effects at zero temperature and a thermal mass ∼ g 2 T at finite temperature. In this respect the O(3) nonlinear σ-model with action
has been very extensively studied, specially by its numerous interesting applications to condensed matter: (anti) ferromagnetism, Hall effect, Kondo effect, etc (see Ref. [3] for a review stressing this point of view). The model has also been used to analyze the sphaleron induced fermion-number violation at high temperature [4] . By setting n = Ψ † σ Ψ with a normalized Ψ ∈ C 2 , the action (1.1) can be rewritten in the equivalent form [6] . In contrast to the O(N ) models they possess instanton solutions for all N, and a θ term can be added to the action so that their topological properties can be explored [7] . These models are expandable in 1/N and have been solved in the large N limit [8] . The role of instantons and related sphalerons [9] is crucial for physical effects at θ = 0 [10] . In this paper we shall mainly be interested in the structure of spaces of instantons and hence shall only consider the CP N extensions of the O(3)-model.
In particular we shall focus on the search of a variant of the Nahm transform for 2-dimensional models. In 4-dimensions this remarkable duality transformation relates different instanton moduli spaces of gauge theories formulated on the four-torus [11] . More explicitly, it transforms a charge k self-dual (instanton) SU (N ) gauge potential A on T 4 into a charge N self-dual U (k) potentialÂ on the dual torusT 4 as follows:
(Â µ ) ij (u) = −i . This conjecture was further prompted by the fact that there are no charge 1 instantons on the 2-torus for any value of N [12] [13] , a property shared with gauge theories on the 4-torus [14] [15] . Similarly as for gauge theories this would be a consequence of such a duality, since there is no CP 0 instanton. If this duality exists the dynamics of the CP N models should simplify in sectors with large k, as it happens for large N .
The aim of the paper is to analyze the existence or not of a generalized Nahm transform for these sigma models. Hence we shall only analyze the instantons on a torus, the only Riemann surface whose dual (Jacobian) is also a torus. This kind of compactification of space time corresponds to the choice of periodic boundary conditions which are appropriate for the study of finite temperature effects [4] .
The space time compactification also presents some technical advantages. The action of an instanton does not depend on the parameters of moduli space. This then leads to zero-modes of the fluctuation operator in the instanton background. One expects that for each parameter in moduli space there is one associated zero-mode or that the number of zero-modes is not smaller than the dimension of the moduli space. This expectation is not fulfilled for the sigma models on R 2 : if one varies some moduli parameter of the instanton one finds non-normalizable zero-modes [16] . In a compact space this can never happen, thus in our case both methods of counting the dimension of moduli spaces of instantons are equivalent.
Since CP N spaces admit a Kähler structure, 2-dimensional CP N -models can be extended to M = 2 supersymmetric theories. More general purely bosonic or supersymmetric nonlinear sigma models with Kähler target spaces have been studied on topologically trivial space-times by several authors, see [17] . All these models admit regular instanton solutions, the topological charge of which appears as lower BPS-bound on the action.
In addition to the regular instanton solutions these models possess singular ones.
Although they are usually ignored, it has been pointed out recently that these singular configurations may be of relevance for some topological field theories [18] . In particular, their contribution to the renormalization group flow of supersymmetric theories and correlation functions of topological invariants seems to be crucial.
We shall analyze singular instantons as boundary configurations of moduli spaces of regular instantons. In particular, we shall discuss if they can appear as limit case of strongly overlapping regular instantons as it happens for 4-dimensional Yang-Mills instantons [19] .
This paper is organized as follows: In the next section we briefly recall the basic features of classical 2-dimensional CP N -models and their instanton solutions. Section 3 contains a detailed analysis of zero-modes of the associated Weyl operator on the 2-dimensional torus. In the following section we study the zero-modes for the shifted gauge potential and explicitly construct the Nahm transform for two-dimensional gauge fields. In particular, we show how this transformation maps U (1) gauge fields with charge k over a 2-dimensional torus into U (k) gauge fields with charge 1 over the dual torus. Section 5 deals with the global structure of CP N moduli spaces of instantons on T 2 . A general method for their construction is proposed. It is based on properties of the fiber bundles associated with the U (1) connection, and yields a complete description of the moduli spaces M N k . Some simple examples are worked out explicitly. The relevant topological properties of these spaces are investigated in section 6. The main result is that no invertible Nahm transform for regular instantons can exist since the corresponding moduli spaces are topologically distinct. In section 7 we investigate the role of singular instantons as limiting cases of strongly overlapping regular instantons. A summary of our results and conclusions are contained in section 8.
Instantons in CP
N models
The classical CP N model in 2 Euclidean space-time dimensions is defined by the action
where Ψ(x) = (Ψ a (x)), a = 0, . . . , N is a (N +1)-component complex field with values in CP N+1 . We consider Ψ(x) to be normalized
and configurations differing by a phase factor are identified,
3)
The action includes a covariant derivative D µ = ∂ µ − iA µ with respect to the composite U (1) gauge field defined in terms of the sigma field by
With this gauge field the symmetry (2.3) can be restated as a usual U (1) gauge invariance.
Indeed, the action (2.1) is invariant under the phase transformation (2.3) of Ψ(x) if at the same time the composite field A µ transforms as a true U (1) connection, A topological charge (instanton number) can be defined
This charge takes integer values for smooth configurations with finite action, and thus the space of configurations splits into disconnected instanton sectors.
Application of the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality to
The minimal action is reached by solutions of the first order equations
Antiselfdual solutions correspond to instantons (−sign and k > 0), and selfdual solutions to anti-instantons (+sign and k < 0).
In complex coordinates z = x 1 +ix 2 the (anti)selfdual equations (2.8) can be written as follows DzΨ = (∂z − iAz)Ψ = 0 instantons
where the complex components of the gauge field are A z = 1 2
This provides the first characterization of the solutions as holomorphic solutions with respect to the holomorphic bundle structure induced by the gauge field A.
In summary, up to some common normalization factor the components of instanton field solutions are holomorphic sections of a line bundle over space-time. In the plane there is an infinite dimensional space of solutions, but only the constants have a finite action and k = 0. In the torus T 2 the different holomorphic structures are parametrized for fixed k by the points of the dual torusT 2 and the space of instantons has a finite dimension [12] [13].
The topological charge of such a solution is the sum of multiplicities of the zeros of any non-trivial component of Ψ. From now on we concentrate on instanton solutions (k > 0).
The anti-instanton case is analogous.
3.
CP N -models on the torus and Fermionic zero-modes
We may view the torus as R 2 modulo a two-dimensional lattice Λ generated by two vectors e 1 and e 2 . For simplicity we will restrict to orthonormal vectors e µ and use dimensionless coordinates. In the sector with instanton number k we shall choose as transition functions U µ relating the fields at x and x + e µ ,
the gauge transformations
This means that A is defined on a non-trivial line bundle E k (T 2 ,C). In two dimensions any gauge field A induces a holomorphic bundle structure on E k (in four dimensions this only holds for self-dual gauge fields). Hence there is a local complex gauge transformation h such that
which trivializes the connection A (see e.g. Ref. [20] ).
Next we construct and discuss the zero-modes of the Dirac operator on the 2- Hence, in complex coordinates a zero-mode solves the Weyl equation
and must satisfy the same boundary condition ( However, as pointed out earlier, if k = 0 the transformation h cannot be globally defined and this shows up in the the change of boundary conditions between ψ and χ,
is holomorphic. The holomorphic character of theŨ µ also reflects the fact that any holomorphic section χ defines the holomorphic structure of the bundle E k associated to the gauge field A.
Now we consider the particular gauge potential
which gives rise to a constant field strength F 01 = 2πk and instanton number k. The complex gauge transformation trivializing A I reads
and the χ satisfy the holomorphic boundary conditions with transition functions
The zero-modes can be conveniently expressed in terms of Jacobi's theta functions
where we have set q = e 2πiτ . These holomorphic and quasi-periodic functions have the following shift properties
and possess first order zeros at the points
In terms of these θ-functions a basis of linearly independent zero-modes reads
and ψ ℓ has k zeros at the following points on the torus:
where a denotes the unique element in the lattice {a + Z} lying in [0, 1). The basis {ψ ℓ } is orthonormal, That (for fixed k) the sum of the zeros is the same for all ψ ℓ (modulo the lattice defining the torus), follows from the fact that all holomorphic sections χ l (z) satisfy the same boundary conditions. This statement holds true for any choice of a zero-mode basis.
Under a translation by 1/k in either of the two directions on the torus the space of zero-modes is left invariant. This is expected on general grounds and is needed for the Nahm transform. More explicitly, let ψ denote the k-dimensional column vector with entries (ψ 1 , . . . , ψ k ). Then the transformations read
with unitary k × k matrices We could as well have taken an alternative set of orthonormal zero modes,
For example using the zero-modes
instead of the ones in (3.11) amounts to exchanging x 1 and x 2 in the formulae above. With respect to the new basis one again finds the shift identity (3.14) with the replacements
The algebraic relations (3.16) remain intact and hence are independent of the choice of basis.
Nahm transform of gauge fields on 2-dimensional torus T 2
Let A be an arbitrary two-dimensional U(N) gauge field with topological charge
defined on a torus T 2 . Its Nahm transform is defined in terms of the zero-modes of the Weyl operator for a shifted vector potential
which has the same topological charge. By the index theorem the dimension of the space of zero-modes of / D A u is k. Let {ψ u j ; j = 1, 2, · · · k} be an orthonormal basis of zero-modes.
The Nahm transform assigns to the U (N ) gauge potential A a U (k) potentialÂ on the dual torusT 2 with topological charge N as follows:
Note that this construction does not require any special constraint on the original gauge field A as it does in four dimensions where A must be selfdual. This is because any 2-dimensional gauge field defines a holomorphic structure in the corresponding bundle, whereas in four dimensions this is true only for self-dual gauge fields.
Sigma model fields are associated to Abelian gauge fields. But the Nahm transform does not preserve the Abelian character as we shall see below. This already is the first indication that it might be problematic to extend the Nahm transform to sigma models.
To analyze this problem let us now apply the Nahm construction to the Abelian field (3.5).
An orthonormal basis of the zero-modes of the Dirac equation for a shifted vector
can be constructed from the solutions with u = 0 by shifting the arguments [21] 
For later purposes it is useful to discuss some properties of these zero-modes:
The k zeros of these modes are related to those of the ψ ℓ by the shift in (4.4),
Hence two different modes share no common zero unless u ∈ Z 2 .
From (4.4) and (3.14) one sees at once that the vector ψ u transforms in the same way as ψ when either x 1 or x 2 is translated by 1/k, 6) where the matrices S µ have been introduced in (3.15) .
The k-dimensional subspace spanned by the zero modes is also left invariant by the following simultaneous rotations of x and u:
This can be seen by checking that the transformed states satisfy the same differential equation and boundary condition as the original ones. These rotations are represented by unitary k × k matrices on the subspace spanned by the zero-modes. They are a remnant of the rotation symmetry on the torus for constant field strength.
In addition, the idempotent transformation
is projectively represented on the eigenmodes
Under simultaneous translations of x and u the zero modes are invariant, up to a phase
Later in this paper this shift identity will be rather important.
Finally note, that for u = 0 the holomorphic gauge transformation (3.6) does not trivialize the gauge field A u anymore. The modified trivializing transformation reads
It not only transforms the unitary basis (4.4) into a z-holomorphic basis but also into an w-holomorphic basis, 11) where the χ ℓ have been introduced in (3.11) . This is the essential feature of the Nahm transform. It follows that the Nahm transformed gauge fieldÂ = (Â ℓℓ ′ ), defined by the Mukai-Nahm construction,
is a reducible U (k) gauge field with constant field strength on the dual torus. The dual torus is given byT
where with our choice for the shift in (4.1) the dual latticeΛ is generated by the two orthonormal vectorsê µ = e µ . In real notation the potentialÂ takes the simple form
The transformed gauge potential is only apparently Abelian. The non-Abelian character of this U (k) bundle can be seen from the peculiar boundary conditions of the holomorphic structures induced byÂ. The corresponding transition functions which relate u and u + e µ on the dual torus,
are determined by the shift identity (4.10) and the transformation properties (4.6) as follows,Û
Recall that the non-Abelian elementsŜ µ generate a finite non-Abelian subgroup of U (k)
The last relation guarantees that for any fixed x the ψ u are sections of a U (k)-bundle over the dual torusT 2 with coordinates u:
The first Chern class of this bundle follows from the fact that the (non-Abelian) Nahm transformed gauge potentialÂ is just k times any of its diagonal elements, hence
It can be shown that the Nahm transform ofÂ is A, i.e. the Nahm transformation is involutive. It is a particular case of the more general Mukai transform defined for holomorphic sheaves (which do not necessarily define holomorphic bundle structures) [14] [22] 1 .
Instantons in T 2
Let us consider an instanton field Ψ on the torus with charge k, that is, a solution of (2.9) subject to the boundary conditions (3.1) . The associated U (1) gauge potential A is a connection defined in a line bundle E k with first Chern class c 1 (E k ) = k. The holomorphic structure associated to A in E k is globally equivalent to one of the A u described in the previous section. This means that there is a global (periodic) complex gauge transformation 
Hence, any instanton solution is characterized by a point u in the dual torusT 2 and a (N + 1) × k matrix A subject to certain constraints given below. This characterization provides a constructive method to describe the moduli space of instantons with charge k.
The projective nature of the sigma fields Ψ implies that matrices differing by a nonvanishing multiplicative factor must be considered as equivalent, In order to understand the remaining constraint on the A matrices let us consider a simple example. It is the basic instanton of charge k of the CP k−1 model defined by the basis (4.4) of zero-mode sections of E k ,
In the (A, u) parametrization this solution corresponds to Ψ u * = (u, ½ k ). Notice that in this case the constraint is satisfied because sections of the basis (4.4) do not have a common zero [24] .
It is not hard to find sufficient conditions on A for Ψ to be normalizable. Clearly, the denominator in (5.2)
is never zero if det(A † A) = 0. Since the rank of the k × k matrix A † A is less or equal that min(k, N +1), this can only be fulfilled for k ≤ N +1. Hence in this case the maximal rank condition is sufficient, i.e.
ker A :
However, even in that case this condition is not necessary. The fact that Ψ(x) has to be a non-null vector for any point x requires that the matrix A be viewed as a projective map Otherwise Aψ u will have zero norm at some point and will not be a true sigma model field. In the first case because Ψ u = 0 for u = 0 and Ψ 0 is an arbitrary constant vector in CP N .
The second case follows from the fact that for k = 1 there is only one zero mode ψ u which has exactly one zero on T 2 . Then all N +1 components of Ψ would vanish at this point and hence it could not be normalized.
A simple non-trivial case where the moduli space can completely be constructed is is just a non-trivial bundle over the dual torus (with coordinates u) with fiber PSL(2,C). The bundle structure is determined by the coset defined by the lift of the action of the discrete translation group Z×Z on the bundleĈ× PSL(2,C), given by [13] :
whereT 1 andT 2 are the basic generators defined in (5.4). The final result is that
In the general case the construction of the moduli space is more involved since the solutions of the constraint (5.7) are not so explicit. But once we have identified the embedding of the space-time torus T 2 into CP k−1 given by the basic instanton Ψ u * , the set of allowed matrices can be parametrized as follows: The basic instanton solution Ψ u * defines a map T This means that the moduli space of instantons can be identified with a bundle over the dual torus with fiber isomorphic to the product V × PL 0 (k−n, N+1) of the set V of V n subspaces and the set PL 0 (k−n, N +1) of non-degenerate projective maps from CP
The bundle is defined by modding out the trivial bundle V ×PL 0 (k−n, N+1)×Ĉ by the lift of the discrete translation group Z×Z given by (5.4).
To illustrate how the construction works let us consider a simple non-trivial case in some detail: M 
Global properties of the moduli of instantons
The complex dimensions of the moduli spaces are
as follows at once from our matrix representation of the CP N -fields. Note that this number is invariant under the interchange of the instanton number k and the number N+1 of sigma field components.
In the case k ≥ N +1 there is a natural stratification of the moduli spaces,
according to the dimension n = dim ker A, but this does not mean that the moduli space is not a smooth manifold. From the matrix parametrization it is obvious that M N k is smooth, although it might seem hidden by the stratification (6.1) introduced in Ref. [25] . 
The next case M N 2 has also a non-trivial bundle structure over the dual torus. Its fiber E u is the projective set PL(2, N + 1) of equivalence classes (N +1) × 2 matrices A with detAA † = 0, which can be identified with the subset of the projective space CP
defined by excluding rays of the form (
The bundle structure is defined by the coset defined by the lift of the action of the translation group Z×Z to the bundleĈ×PL(2, N ) given by (5.8) . Thus,
A more complex moduli space is M 1 k . In this case the fiber E u is identified with the (projective) set PL(k, 2) of 2 × k matrices A with maximal rank 2 whose kernel has an empty intersection with Ψ u * (x) for any x on the torus. In terms of the nodes of the corresponding CP 1 field, the fiber E u can be seen as homeomorphic to the set of k pairs
e and a i = b j ∀i, j.
That means that the sum of the zeros are the same (modulo Λ) for both components of the CP 1 field since they fulfill identical boundary conditions. The space of nodes of any of the two components of Ψ is homeomorphic to CP k−1 (see appendix). The space Z of zeros of the two components of Ψ satisfying the constraint of having no common nodes is a bundle over CP k−1 with fiber CP k−1 − C, where
The first homotopy group of Z is
where F 2 is the free group with 2 generators, i.e. the first homotopy group of a bouquet of two circles S 1 ∨ S 1 . This follows from the following characterization of C: The second component Ψ 2 of the sigma field Ψ must be a holomorphic section of the line bundle 
In this parametrizationĈ is made out of the first k − 1 coordinate hyperplanes α i = 0 , i = 1, . . . , k−1 and the extra hyperplane Ψ(a k ) = 0. Then, CP k−1 − C can be identified with C×C k−3 * ×C * * , where C * * denotes the complex plane C without two points 0, 1. From this construction it is obvious that π 1 (CP
Then, the first homotopy group of constrained 2 × k matrices PL(k, 2) c has a non-trivial non-Abelian homotopy
This implies that the first homotopy group of the
These topological properties of moduli spaces of instantons (6.3) and (6.5) are very different which will be in contradiction with the existence of any kind of Nahm transform for CP N sigma models. This turns out to be the major physical consequence of the results of this section.
The fact that the space of unit charge instantons is empty is reminiscent of a similar property of the orbit space of Yang-Mills fields with charge one instantons on the torus T given by (6.3) and (6.5) are very different for N > 1. This already allows us to exclude the existence of an invertible Nahm transform, at least in these cases. The same topological non-equivalence holds for more general moduli spaces, which excludes the existence of a generic duality transformation.
The only case where these topological arguments fail to exclude the existence of a (generalized) Nahm transform is the selfdual moduli spaces M N N+1 because of the trivial identity between both moduli spaces. 
Observe that this phase has a singular point at the zero of the theta function, z = z 0 . The corresponding holomorphic line bundle structure is shifted to u + z 0 .
The associated gauge potential splits into the previous, charge k piece and a new contribution coming from the singular phase:
where
The additional contribution to the topological charge density is singular 4) corresponding to a unit point charge at x 0 . Thus the total topological density is
The same singular behavior appears in the new distribution of the energy density and this nicely illustrates the effect of including singular instantons. We can approach the boundary of the moduli of regular instantons by choosing parameters of A in such a way that the nodal points of the two components of Ψ are very close to each other. We are near a singular instanton and find peaks in the energy density located on the nodal points showing the strong localization of energy and topological charge on singular instantons. In the limit case we obtain a charge 3 instanton with one singular instanton and two regular ones. The picture is quite similar to Fig.2 with two lumps in the topological density, corresponding to two interacting instantons of charge 2 and finite size, and one singular instanton which is not shown in the numerical simulation.
Another way of approaching the boundary of the moduli space is by choosing one of the components of Ψ very small. In this case we approach a completely singular instanton with k singularities and one null component. Now, the identification of single instantons in a multi-instanton configuration is not always clear. In fact, there are strongly overlapping configurations where it is hard to identify the constituent instantons. In Fig. 3 the configuration seems to contain four lumps whereas its total charge is k = 2. 
Moreover, the interaction between instantons can be very involved and we can find densities with the shape of a volcano as in Fig. 4 which seems to describe a ring of instantons whereas its total topological charge is k = 2. Strongly interacting instantons dominate in dense gas regimes whereas isolated instantons are more relevant for dilute gas phases. In general it is very dificult to identify the number of instatons of a single configuration in dense regimes. This difficulty increases in numerical simulations where the leading configurations are not exact selfdual solutions and are made of instantons and anti-instantons.
In any case, singular instantons appear as a limiting case of small size instantons.
In particular, they are responsible for the geodesic incompleteness of the moduli space of regular instantons [13] . Such configurations become of physical interest in supersymmetric CP N theories where they are important to localize topological Green functions in the corresponding topological field theory [18] .
We close with some more general remarks about the possible role of singular instantons: The semiclassical expansion in a dilute gas of instantons has a different behavior depending on the number of components of the sigma model. For N > 1 the expansion is dominated by large instantons and we cannot trust this approximation to describe the deep infrared behavior of the theory [26] . In particular, their relevance for the confinement mechanism is unclear. On the other hand, for the CP 1 model the expansion is dominated by instantons of small sizes because of the different β function [26] . In the extreme case, singular instantons carry the leading effects and this is self-consistent with the dilute gas approximation. However, an ultraviolet regularization is in any case necessary. In lattice regularization the size of small instantons is bounded below by the lattice spacing and as a consequence the scaling properties of the topological susceptibility are changed. This leads to difficulties when one approaches the continuum limit [26] [27]. The above discussion indicates that a continuum approach is feasible. Although similar effects are expected to occur, they might be less severe and lead to the stabilization of the ultraviolet catastrophe seen in the lattice approach.
In some sense the appearance of singular instantons is a dual effect of the existence of 
Conclusions
The global structure of the moduli space of instantons in the CP N model on a torus has a more explicit description than for Yang-Mills theory. However, this by no means implies that its geometrical and topological properties are simpler. In fact, in the case of gauge theories there exists a Nahm transform establishing a one-to-one correspondence between two a priori very different moduli spaces of instantons, M where a = a i . They must coincide with those in ( .4) in order to have a parametrization of the same space. This gives rise to the following constraint on the a i in ( .5)
(1 + i).
( .7)
It is easy to see that this sum is identical to that obtained for the nodes in ( .3). Since quasiperiodic meromorphic functions on the torus are determined, up to a multiplicative constant, by the boundary conditions and the position and degeneracy of their zeros, one should be able to write all sections ( .5) in the form ( .1) by mapping the nodal configuration into the set of complex coefficients c ℓ .
Assume then, for a given configuration {a 1 , . . . , a k } of nondegenerate zeros (the degenerate case will be discussed below) that Θ(z) = ( .8)
